INSTALLATION GUIDE
Apply the included bonding paste liberally along the
top of the exhaust system.

Install the included hardened steel pins at the probable
cutting area on top of the bonding paste.

Install the CatStrap along the exhaust pipe on top of the bonding paste and Hardened steel pins. If your catalytic
converter is installed with a heat shield, you can route the CatStrap underneath the shield and along the exhaust pipe
as shown in 3a. Make sure that the red end of CATSTRAP containing the electronic sending unit is not installed in
direct contact with any hot exhaust components. It is best to install CATSTRAP with the red end as far down-stream
of the catalytic converter as possible as this section generally runs at lower temperatures. Some applications may
benefit front the more visible "spiral" installation technique as shown in 3b.

Need help or technical assistance?
Please call 1-855-874-6100
www.catstrap.net

Secure the CatStrap and harden steel pins in place
using the included exhaust pipe clamps. Once the
clamps are tightened it will provide a per meant
and difficult to remove installation.

Use included nylon tie and/or Velcro strips to secure the alarm siren inside the engine compartment to any
non-heat producing horizontal or vertical object with a circumference of less than 4" within general vicinity of car
battery. Electrical battery cables most often serve as an appropriate alternative. DO NOT mount alarm siren
with horn facing up. Water can collect in the horn, causing the siren to malfunction. Simply draw hand tight to
secure alarm unit to object.
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Connect the leads from the Alarm to the vehicle battery Red wire from alarm unit attached to (+) battery post, Black
wire attached to (-) battery post - then test alarm with
included Key fob transmitter. Using the Remote Fob, the
alarm can be test-activated and deactivated from a distance
of up to 50 meters.

